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Structural chirality can induce counter-intuitive optical forces due to inherent symmetry proper-
ties. While optical forces on a single chiral particle in the Rayleigh regime have been well studied,
optical forces in coupled chiral particles remain less explored. By using full-wave numerical simu-
lations and analytical methods of source representation and coupled mode theory, we investigated
the optical forces induced by a plane wave on two chiral particles coupling with each other via
the evanescent near fields. We found that the induced electric and magnetic dipoles of the chiral
particles have complicated couplings that give rise to dark and bright modes. The interaction force
between the particles can be either attractive or repulsive, and its magnitude can be significantly
enhanced by the resonance modes. The attractive force is much stronger if two particles are of
opposite handedness compared with the case of same handedness. The electric dipole force and the
magnetic dipole force have the same sign for two particles with the same handedness, while they are
of different signs for two particles with opposite handedness. The results can lead to a better un-
derstanding of chirality-induced optical forces with potential applications in optical manipulations
and chiral light-matter interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light carries momentum and can apply optical forces
to matter through momentum transfer. Optical forces
have been widely used to manipulate small particles
[1, 2], molecules [3], and biological cells [4]. Recently,
there is a growing interest in unusual optical forces such
as pulling forces that drag particles towards the light
sources [5–7] and lateral forces that can separate chiral
particles [8–11]. These counterintuitive optical forces can
provide novel degrees of freedom to manipulate matter.
In contrast to conventional optical forces such as trap-
ping forces which are less sensitive to symmetry prop-
erties, unusual optical forces normally arise from special
symmetries of light fields or structures. For examples,
optical pulling forces can be induced by Bessel beams
with conical wavevectors [5], and lateral forces can be in-
duced by linearly polarized plane waves on helical parti-
cles [8]. Surprisingly, microscopic lattice symmetries can
change photon pressure at an interface to a tension force
[7]. Manipulating these symmetry properties, therefore,
can generate rich physics of optical forces which we can
explore.
Chirality breaks mirror symmetry and can give rise to
intriguing optical forces through photonic spin-orbit in-
teractions [8, 12–16], where the conversion of lights spin
angular momentum to linear momentum induces asym-
metric coupling. Optical forces on chiral particles and
chiral structures have been attracting considerable atten-
tion not only for the rich physics but also for the potential
applications in enantiomer selections [17–36]. For a sin-
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gle chiral particle in the Rayleigh regime where dipole ap-
proximation can be invoked, the particle can be treated
as a combination of electric and magnetic dipoles, and
the optical force can be well explained by the interaction
between the external fields and the dipoles [8]. However,
it can be complicated if multiple chiral particles couple
with each other, in which case the interactions between
induced dipoles can dramatically change the scattered
fields and hence the optical forces. This scenario is ac-
tually more practical as there are usually many chiral
particles in enantiomer selections. Understanding the
coupling of chiral particles, therefore, is crucial for ap-
plications of optical manipulations. In addition, the cou-
pling of chiral particles can generate rich non-Hermitian
physics and provide novel degrees of freedom to manipu-
late light [37]. We note that optical forces in various cou-
pled non-chiral structures have been investigated, such
as coupled ring cavities [38], coupled waveguides [39–42],
coupled plates [43–45], coupled spherical particles [46–
60], and particle-on-slab [61, 62]. However, investigation
of optical forces in coupled chiral structures remains in
its infancy [63–65].
In this paper, we investigated the optical forces in-
duced in coupled chiral particles. The chiral particles
have a helical shape and are made of gold whose permit-
tivity is described by a Drude model. We apply full-wave
simulations and Maxwell stress tensor to calculate the
optical forces acting on each particle and investigate the
dependence of the forces on various system parameters
including the separation distance, the pitch number, and
the handedness. To understand the underlying physics,
we employ the source representation and coupled mode
theory (CMT) to analytically study the contribution of
the induced electric and magnetic dipoles and their mu-
tual interactions. We found that two resonances arise
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FIG. 1. (a) Drawn-to scale schematic of the model system.
Two gold helices are under the illumination of an electromag-
netic plane wave propagating in y direction and polarized in
x direction.(b) Size view of the model system.
from the coupling of the chiral particles which signifi-
cantly enhance the interaction force of the two particles.
The interaction force can be either attractive or repul-
sive, and it can be one order of magnitude stronger than
the total force of the model system. The electric dipole
force always dominates in the interaction force, while the
magnetic dipole force can dominate in the total force.
In addition, the electric dipole force and the magnetic
dipole force have the same sign if the two particles have
the same handedness, while they are of different signs if
the two particles have opposite handedness.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the model system and the methodology. In Sec. III,
we present the numerical results of the scattering cross
section and absorption cross section of the model system
as well as the numerical results of optical forces. Ana-
lytical results based on source representation and CMT
will also be presented to explain the phenomena in this
section. We then draw the conclusion in Sec. IV.
II. MAXWELL STRESS TENSOR METHOD,
SOURCE REPRESENTATION OF FORCE, AND
COUPLED MODE THEORY
Our model system consists of two chiral particles with
a helical shape, as shown in Fig. 1. The helices have
inner radii r = 50 nm, outer radii R = 150 nm and pitch
p = 220 nm. The axes of the helices are aligned in z
direction. The distance between the centers of the two
particles is denoted as D. We assume the material of the
particles is gold with the relative permittivity described
by the Drude model εr = 1 − ω2p/(ω2 + iωγ), where the
plasmonic frequency is ωp = 1.36 × 1016 rad/s and the
damping frequency is γ = 7.10 × 1013 rad/s [66]. The
two particles are under the illumination of a plane wave
propagating in y direction and linearly polarized in x
direction: Einc = xˆE0e
i(ky−ωt). As labelled in Fig. 1, we
will refer to the two particles as bottom (B) and top (T )
particles.
To numerically calculate the optical forces acting on
the chiral particles, we first conduct full-wave simulations
of the model system to obtain the total electromagnetic
fields by using COMSOL Multiphysics [67]. We then
evaluate the time-averaged optical force on each parti-
cle as
〈F〉 =
∮
S
〈↔T〉 · dA, (1)
where
〈Tij〉 = 1
2
Re
[
ε0EiE
∗
j +
1
µ0
BiB
∗
j
− 1
2
(
ε0|E|2 + 1
µ0
|B|2
)
δij
] (2)
is the time-averaged Maxwell stress tensor [68]. Here
“*” denotes the complex conjugate, δij is the Kronecker
delta, and S is a closed surface on which we carry out
the integral. The surface S completely encloses the par-
ticle. The total force acting on the whole system can be
obtained by adding up the forces of both particles.
In the long wavelength limit, the fields in Eq. (2) can
be expressed in terms of multipole sources. The lowest
orders of the sources are electric dipole p and magnetic
dipole m whose Cartesian components are given by the
following integrals
pi = − 1
iω
∫
V
Ji dv
′, mi =
1
2
∫
V
(r′ × J)i dv′, (3)
where J is the induced current density on the particles
which can be obtained from COMSOL simulations, r′ is
the position of the current relative to the center of the
particles, and V is the volume of the particles. The time-
averaged optical force in Eq. (1) for one particle can be
expressed as a sum of Fp , Fm and Fint , corresponding to
the forces attributed to the electric dipole and magnetic
dipole and their interference, respectively. They can be
expressed as [22]
Fp =
1
2
Re [(∇E∗) · p] ,
Fm =
1
2
Re [(∇B∗) ·m] ,
Fint = − k
4
12πε0c
Re [p×m∗] .
(4)
The force due to high order multipoles including toroidal
dipole are negligible in our model system. In Eq. (4), E
and B are the total electric and magnetic fields acting on
the particle, which can be expressed as E = Einc + Esca
and B = Binc + Bsca. Here Esca and Bsca are the fields
scattered by the other particle which account for the cou-
pling of the two particles. Both electric dipole and mag-
netic dipole contribute to the total scattered field such
3that Esca = E
p
sca + E
m
sca and Bsca = B
p
sca +B
m
sca. These
fields can be directly calculated using the following equa-
tions once the dipole moments in Eq. (3) are obtained
[68]
Epsca =
1
4πε0
{
k2 (n× p)× ne
ikr
r
+ [3n (n · p)− p]
(
1
r3
− ik
r2
)
eikr
}
,
Bpsca =
µ0ck
2
4π
(n× p) e
ikr
r
(
1− 1
ikr
)
,
Emsca = −
Z0k
2
4π
(n×m) e
ikr
r
(
1− 1
ikr
)
,
Bmsca =
µ0
4π
{
k2 (n×m)× ne
ikr
r
+ [3n (n ·m)−m]
(
1
r3
− ik
r2
)
eikr
}
,
(5)
where r = |r| is the radial distance and n is a unit vector
in the direction of r. The Cartesian components of the
forces in Eq. (4) can be expressed as
Fpi =
1
2
Re
[
pj∂iE
∗
j
]
,
Fmi =
1
2
Re
[
mj∂iB
∗
j
]
,
F inti = −
k4
12πε0c
ǫijkRe [pjm
∗
k] .
(6)
Here Einstein summation convention has been assumed
and ǫijk is the Levi-Civita symbol. In this paper, we
will focus on the y component of the forces which is the
dominating component in the considered configuration
of Fig. 1. As the optical forces are intimately related to
the scattering properties of the particles, it is helpful to
obtain the normalized scattering cross section using the
following expressions [68]
σpsca =
1
Sinc
∮
S
1
2µ0
Re [Epsca ×Bp ∗sca] · dA,
σmsca =
1
Sinc
∮
S
1
2µ0
Re [Emsca ×Bm ∗sca ] · dA.
(7)
where Sinc = |E0|2/(2Z0) denotes the incident inten-
sity. Equations (4)-(7) can be applied to understand the
contribution of the electric and magnetic dipoles to the
optical forces and scattering properties of the system.
However, they cannot provide a intuitive picture to un-
derstand the coupling of the dipoles. To this purpose,
We apply the temporary coupled mode theory [69, 70]
to our model system. Under the source representation,
each particle can be approximated as a combination of an
electric dipole and a magnetic dipole. The rate equations
for the coupled dipoles of the system can be expressed as
dAT
p
dt
=− iω0ATp − ΓeATp − iκeeABp +
√
γeS
T
TE
+
√
γemS
T
TM,
dAB
p
dt
=− iω0ABp − ΓeABp − iκeeATp +
√
γeS
B
TE
+
√
γemS
B
TM,
dAT
m
dt
=− iω0ATm − ΓmATm − iκmmABm +
√
γemS
T
TE
+
√
γmS
T
TM,
dAB
m
dt
=− iω0ABm − ΓmABm − iκmmATm +
√
γemS
B
TE
+
√
γmS
B
TM,
(8)
where AB
p
, AT
p
(AB
m
, AT
m
) are the field amplitudes of
the electric (magnetic) dipoles of the bottom and top
particles, respectively. SBTE (S
B
TM) denotes the ampli-
tude of incident wave with TE (TM) polarization. ω0 is
the eigenfrequency of the electric and magnetic dipoles
for a standalone particle. Γe = (γ + γe + γem) /2 and
Γm = (γ + γm + γem) /2 denote the total loss of the elec-
tric dipole and the magnetic dipole, respectively. γ de-
notes the material loss. γe, γm are the loss of the electric
and magnetic dipoles, respectively, due to radiation in
the same channel (i.e. polarized in the same direction as
the dipoles). γem is the loss of the dipoles due to radia-
tion in the cross-polarized channel. κee and κmm denote
the couplings of the dipoles. The above equation can be
re-written as
dΛ
dt
= −iHΛ+ CS (9)
where
H =


ω0 − iΓe κee
κee ω0 − iΓe
ω0 − iΓm κmm
κmm ω0 − iΓm

 ,
Λ =


AT
p
AB
p
AT
m
AB
m

 , C =


√
γe
√
γem√
γe
√
γem√
γem
√
γm√
γem
√
γm

 ,
S =
[
STTE S
B
TE S
T
TE S
B
TE
STTM S
B
TM S
T
TM S
B
TM
]
.
(10)
In the above formulations, we have assumed that the
electric dipoles and the magnetic dipoles have no direct
coupling due to the orthogonality of their fields and the
subwavelength separation of the particles. This is con-
sistent with the fact that electric dipole and magnetic
dipole are “two sides of the same coin”, i.e. they belong
to a single mode of the helix which can be considered as a
damped LC resonance, since the helix can be modelled as
4FIG. 2. Scattering and absorption cross sections of coupled
chiral particles with pitch number (a) N = 2, (b) N = 3, (c)
N = 4. The distance is fixed at D = 340 nm.
a lumped element consisting of a capacitor, an inductor,
and a resistor. We have κmm = κee for chiral particles of
the same handedness and κmm = −κee for chial particles
of opposite handedness. Define κee = κ for simplicity.
The eigenfrequencies of the effective Hamiltonian H can
be obtained as ωe = ω0±κ− iΓe and ωm = ω0±κ− iΓm.
Assume time convention of e−iωt, Equation (8) or (9)
can be solved to obtain the field amplitudes AB
p
, AT
p
,
AB
m
, AT
m
:
AB
p
=− i
√
γem
(
STTEκ+ S
B
TE (iΓe + ω − ω0)
)
κ2 − (iΓe + ω − ω0)2
,
AT
p
=− i
√
γem
(
SBTEκ+ S
T
TE (iΓe + ω − ω0)
)
κ2 − (iΓe + ω − ω0)2
,
AB
m
=− i
√
γm
(
STTMκ+ S
B
TM (iΓm + ω − ω0)
)
κ2 − (iΓm + ω − ω0)2
,
AT
m
=− i
√
γm
(
SBTMκ+ S
T
TM (iΓm + ω − ω0)
)
κ2 − (iΓm + ω − ω0)2
.
(11)
FIG. 3. Dependence of the (a) scattering cross section and
(b) absorption cross section on the coupling distance D. We
fix N = 3.
The total scattering cross section of the whole sys-
tem can be expressed as
∣∣(√γe +√γem) (ABp +ATp )∣∣2 +∣∣(√γm +√γem) (ABm +ATm)∣∣2. We note that CMT usu-
ally can well reproduce the numerical results if the loss of
the system is small [69, 70]. This condition, however, is
not fulfilled in our model system due to the material loss
of gold and the open boundary conduction, which lead
to low quality factors of the modes. Despite this, we will
see that the above CMT can qualitatively reproduce the
the numerical results and the analytical results given by
Eq. (7).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Scattering and absorption cross sections
The optical forces in the model system are determined
by both the scattered near fields and far fields. To un-
derstand the properties of the scattered fields, we first in-
stigated the scattering cross section and absorption cross
section of the model system. The full-wave numerical re-
sults of the scattering and absorption cross sections are
shown in Fig. 2. The distance between the particles is
fixed at D = 340 nm. In Fig. 2(a), we notice that two
resonances appear in the considered frequency range due
to the coupling of the two particles. The first resonance
leads to strong absorption but weak scattering. The sec-
ond resonance leads to strong scattering but relatively
5FIG. 4. Optical forces on the top helix and the bottom helix [(a), (b), (c)], and the whole system [(d), (e), (f)] for different
pitch numbers N = 2, 3, 4.
weak absorption. Overall, the scattering of the system is
stronger than the absorption in the considered frequency
range. We will see that these phenomena are attributed
to the dark and bright modes of the model system in
the presence of the coupling between the induced dipoles
(Sec. III C). To understand the effect of pitch number, we
then calculated the cross sections from N = 2 to N = 4.
As shown in Fig. 2(a) to (c), the resonance frequencies
undergo red-shift, therefore, the particles become more
subwavelength and have a smaller scattering cross sec-
tion. The absorption cross section also reduces as the
fields’ penetration (i.e. skin depth) relative to the wave-
length becomes smaller at lower frequencies. We will
discuss the physics of these modes in detail in Sec. III C.
The scattering and absorption of the model sys-
tem are also affected by the coupling of the two chi-
ral particles. To understand this effect, we calculated
the cross sections for different coupling distance D =
340 nm, 380 nm, 460 nm. As shown in Fig. 3, variation
of D leads to a more dramatic change of the absorption
cross section compared to the change of the scattering
cross section. This is expected as the separation of the
two chiral particles are subwavelength and their coupling
is mainly attributed to the evanescent near fields which
determines the absorption of the system. Increasing the
separation distance will reduce the coupling strength and
leads to a smaller frequency splitting of the two modes,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). This is consistent with the prop-
erties of the total scattering force to be discussed in Sec.
III B. We will provide an intuitive explanation of these
phenomena using the analytical model in Sec. III C.
B. Numerical results of optical forces
The optical force acting on each particle and the to-
tal optical force of the model system are calculated using
the Maxwell stress tensor approach introduced in Sec. II.
The results are shown in Figs. 4-6. We focus on the opti-
cal forces along y direction. Figure 4 (a) shows that the
interaction force is attractive at the first resonance and
repulsive at the second resonance. In addition, the mag-
nitude of the attractive force is much larger than that of
the repulsive force. The total force of the system has two
peaks and is always positive (i.e. pushing) since it is a
scattering force, as shown in Fig. 4(d). Figure 4(a),(b)
and (c) show that, when the pitch number increases from
N = 2 to N = 4, the magnitude of the interaction forces
decrease. This is expected as the resonance frequencies
undergoes red-shift as N increases, leading to a smaller
dipole moments and thus smaller forces. This is consis-
tent with the properties of the scattering cross section in
Fig. 2. Similar phenomena also exist for the total forces
shown in Fig. 4(d), (e) and (f). In addition, the fre-
quency splitting of the two peaks increases as the pitch
number is increased. The reason is that the coupling due
to the evanescent near fields is stronger at lower frequen-
cies.
The dependence of the optical forces on distance D is
also studied, and the results are shown in Figure 5. The
magnitudes of the attractive and repulsive forces at the
two resonances are enhanced whenD decreases fromD =
460 nm toD = 340 nm, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), and
meanwhile the frequency splitting of the two resonances
are increased. This is expected as the coupling is stronger
at smaller distance of D. Figure 5(c) shows that the
variation of the total force is small except for an enlarged
6FIG. 5. Optical force on the (a) top helix, (b) bottom helix,
and (c) whole system for different coupling distance D. We
fix N = 3.
splitting of the two resonance frequencies, which agrees
with the results of scattering cross section in Fig. 3(a) and
confirms the near-field nature of the interaction force and
the far-field nature of the total force.
The sign of chirality (i.e. the handedness of the helices)
is of critical importance to the optical forces in chiral
systems [8]. To understand the effect of the handedness
of the chiral particles, we set N = 3, D = 340 nm and
calculated the optical forces for two helices with opposite
handedness. The model system is shown by the inset
in the corner of Fig. 6(a). The incident wave remains
the same as in Fig. 1. The interaction force acting on
individual chiral particle and the total force are shown in
Fig. 6(a) and (b). We notice that the interaction force
at the first resonance is attractive as in the case with
the same handedness, but it is one order of magnitude
stronger. The interaction force at the second resonance is
suppressed. The total force at the first resonance is much
stronger than the force at the second resonance. These
are attributed to the different orientations of the induced
x(E)
y(k)
z(H)
x(E)
y(k)
z(H)
FIG. 6. Optical force on the (a) top and bottom helices and
(b) whole system in coupled chiral particles with opposite
handedness.
dipole moments compared to that in the case with the
same handedness, which is directly determined by the
handedness of the helices. We will discuss the physics of
these phenomena using a coupled dipole picture in the
next section.
C. Analytical results based on source
representation and CMT
To understand the above numerical results of cross
sections and optical forces, we employ a source repre-
sentation and treat the chiral particles as electric and
magnetic dipoles under long wavelength condition. We
use a CMT to understand the coupling of the dipoles
which helps to explain the different mode properties at
the two resonance frequencies. The interaction forces can
be understood as a net result of the Coulomb force and
the magnetic force induced by the electric and magnetic
dipoles.
A standalone chiral particle in Fig. 1 has one resonance
at ∼ 75 THz in the considered frequency range with en-
hanced electric and magnetic dipole moments. When two
same chiral particles couple with each other, the degener-
acy is broken and two resonances emerge, one at a higher
frequency and the other one at a lower frequency. This
is confirmed by the dipole moments in Fig. 7, which are
evaluated using Eq. (3). Figure 7(a) and (b) show the
amplitudes of the electric dipole moment pz and mag-
netic dipole moment mz , respectively, where the blue
(red) solid lines denote the dipole moments of the bottom
7FIG. 7. (a) Electric dipole moments and (b) magnetic dipole
moments induced in the coupled chiral particles of same hand-
edness. (c) Schematics showing the direction of the induced
dipole moments at the two resonances.
(top) chiral particle. Only the dominating component
along z direction (i.e. direction of the helix’s axis) are
considered. The orientations of the dipole moments are
schematically shown in Fig. 7(c). At the first resonance,
the two electric dipoles align in antiparallel directions
and interference destructively, lowering the mode’s en-
ergy. The two magnetic dipole moments also align anti-
parallelly and lower the modes energy. The combined
dipoles, therefore, form an electromagnetic dark mode
and suppress the scattering of the system. At the sec-
ond resonance, the two electric dipole moments align in
parallel direction and interference constructively, raising
the modes energy. The magnetic dipole moments also
align parallelly and raise the modes energy. The com-
bined dipoles, therefore, form an electromagnetic bright
mode and enhance the scattering of the system.
The scattering cross sections of the dark and bright
modes of the coupled chiral particles can be directly de-
termined using Eq. (7) after obtaining the dipole mo-
ments. The results are shown in Fig. 8 for the contri-
butions of electric dipole σpsca (dashed purple line) and
magnetic dipole σmsca (dashed green line) and σ
p
sca + σ
m
sca
(solid blue line). As expected, the electric dipole domi-
FIG. 8. Comparison between analytical and numerical results
of scattering cross section in coupled chiral particles of same
handedness.
nates since the particle is of subwavelength, and the scat-
tering cross section is significantly enhanced at the bright
mode at ∼ 82 THz, while it is much smaller at the dark
mode at ∼ 68 THz. The total contribution of σpsca + σmsca
quantitatively agrees with the full-wave numerical result
(symbol line) obtained using COMSOL. To verify the
physical picture of coupled dipoles, we fit σpsca + σ
m
sca us-
ing the expression of scattering cross section predicted by
the CMT in Sec. II. The fitting result is denoted by the
solid black line in Fig. 8, which reasonably well agrees
with the analytical result. We notice that the CMT can-
not accurately reproduce the analytical result in presence
of strong dispersion of gold and the low quality factor of
the resonance [69].
Using the physical picture of coupled dipoles in Fig.
7(c), one can immediately predict the sign of the inter-
action force between the chiral particles. The force is
a sum of the Coulomb force due to the electric dipoles
and the magnetic force due to the magnetic dipoles. The
Coulomb force dominates as a result of the dominance
of electric dipoles. For the electromagnetic dark mode,
both the electric dipoles and magnetic dipoles induce an
attractive force, i.e. a binding force. For the electromag-
netic bright mode, both the electric dipoles and mag-
netic dipoles induce a repulsive force. This agrees with
the numerical results in Fig. 4. In addition, we calcu-
lated the optical forces using the source representation
in Eq. (6), and the results are shown in Fig. 9. Figure
9(a) and (b) shows the optical forces acting on the top
and bottom particles, respectively. We notice that the
electric force dominates, as expected, and it is attractive
at the first resonance and repulsive at the second reso-
nance. The magnitude of the analytical results (solid blue
line) is larger than the numerical result for two reasons:
the dipole approximation is not accurate when applied to
near-field interactions where evanescent waves with large
wavevectors play a dominating role; the size of the chiral
particles is comparable to their separation, therefore, ne-
glecting the retardation effect as assumed in the source
representation is not appropriate. Despite this, the ana-
lytical results can already reproduce the key features of
8the interaction force, such as the attractive (repulsive)
force at the first (second) resonance. The analytical re-
sults will approach the full-wave numerical results if the
separation of the two chiral particles are larger, in which
case the effect of evanescent waves is weak. This is con-
firmed by the results shown in Fig. 10 for the case of
D = 1100 nm, where the analytical results quantitatively
agree with the numerical results for both the individual
forces and the total force. Figure 9(c) shows the compar-
ison between the analytical result and the numerical re-
sult for the total optical force on the whole system. The
analytical result (solid blue line) agrees very well with
the numerical result (symbol red line), since the source
representation can well describe the far-field properties of
the system under long wavelength condition. The electric
dipole force and the magnetic dipole force correspond to
the addition of the individual dipole forces in Fig. 9(a)
and (b). Interestingly, the total electric dipole force is
negative at the first resonance.
To understand the effect of chirality on the optical
forces, we also apply the source representation and CMT
to the case where two chiral particles have opposite hand-
edness. Figure 11(a) and (b) shows the induced elec-
tric dipole moment and magnetic dipole moment, respec-
tively. In contrast to the case with the same handed-
ness, the dipole moments are significantly enhanced at
the first resonance while are much weaker at the second
resonance. The orientations of the dipoles are shown in
Fig. 11(c). We notice that, at the first resonance, the
electric dipoles are anti-parallel and give rise to destruc-
tive interference, lowering the energy, while the magnetic
dipoles are parallel and give rise to constructive inter-
ference, raising the energy. The mode is therefore elec-
trically dark but magnetically bright. This mode can
be more easily excited as opposed to the electromagnetic
dark mode in the case of Fig. 7, which explains the larger
dipole moments. At the second resonance, the electric
dipoles are parallel and give rise to constructive inter-
ference, raising the energy, while the magnetic dipoles
are anti-parallel and give rise to destructive interference,
lowering the energy. This mode is therefore electrically
bright but magnetically dark, and it is more difficult to
excite than the electromagnetic bright mode in the case
of Fig. 7. The above mechanisms derive from the oppo-
site handedness of the chiral particles and gives rise to
the enhanced dipole moments at the first resonance and
suppressed dipole moments at the second resonance.
The dipole moments in Fig. 11 are used to evaluate
the scattering cross sections, and the results are shown
in Fig. 12. In contrast to the Fig. 8 for the case of same
handedness, at the frist resonance, the contribution of
the magnetic dipoles (denoted by the dashed green line)
is comparable to that of electric dipoles (denoted by the
dashed purple line) due to the magnetic bright mode.
The electric dipoles dominate in the second resonance
since the corresponding mode is electrically bright but
magnetically dark. The total scattering cross section of
σpsca+σ
m
sca (solid blue line) agrees well with the full-wave
FIG. 9. Comparison between the analytical and numerical re-
sults of optical force in coupled chiral particles of same hand-
edness. (a) Optical force on the top particle. (b) Optical force
on the bottom particle. (c) Total optical force on the whole
system.
FIG. 10. Comparison between the analytical and numeri-
cal results of optical force in coupled chiral particles of same
handedness with coupling distance D = 1100 nm.
numerical result (symbol red line). We fit σpsca + σ
m
sca
using the expression of scattering cross section predicted
by the CMT in Sec. II. The fitting result is denoted by
9FIG. 11. (a) Electric dipole moments and (b) magnetic dipole
moments induced in the coupled chiral particles of opposite
handedness. (c) Schematics showing the direction of the in-
duced dipole moments at the two resonances.
x(E)
y(k)
z(H)
FIG. 12. Comparison between analytical and numerical re-
sults of scattering cross section in coupled chiral particles of
opposite handedness.
the solid black line, which qualitatively agrees with the
analytical and numerical results. In addition, we found
that the orientations of the dipoles predicted by the CMT
agree with the physical picture of source representation
in Fig. 11(c).
The optical forces for the coupled chiral particles with
opposite handedness can also be understood based on the
x(E)
y(k)
z(H)
x(E)
y(k)
z(H)
x(E)
y(k)
z(H)
FIG. 13. Comparison between analytical and numerical re-
sults of optical forces for double helices of opposite handed-
ness. (a) Optical force on the top particle. (b) Optical force
on the bottom particle. (c) Total optical force on the whole
system.
source representation. As shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b), at
the first resonance, the attractive force due to the electric
dipoles (solid blue line) dominates, the resulting interac-
tion force is one order of magnitude larger than the force
in the case with the same handedness, as seen by com-
paring Fig. 9(a),(b) and Fig. 13(a),(b). This is due to
the larger dipole moments induced at the first resonance.
The interaction force at the second resonance is too weak
to be observable, in contrast to the case with the same
handedness in Fig. 9(a) and (b). The reason is twofold:
the mode is more difficult to excite than the electromag-
netic bright mode in the case with the same handedness;
the forces due to electric and magnetic dipoles are in op-
posite directions. The analytical results of the total in-
teraction force (solid blue lines) qualitatively agree with
the numerical results (symbol red lines). The agreement
is better than the case of Fig. 9(a) and (b) due to the ef-
fective larger separation of the electric dipoles (the ends
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of the helices, where the charges accumulate, point out-
wards). The net optical force acting on the two particles
is shown in Fig. 13(c). The force is entirely attributed to
the scattered far fields which can be well described by the
source representation. The analytical result (solid blue
line), therefore, quantitatively agrees with the numerical
result (symbol red line). The electric dipole force and
magnetic dipole force correspond to the addition of the
individual forces in Fig. 13(a) and (b). We notice that
the electric dipole force dominates at the first resonance,
while at the second resonance it is comparable to the
magnetic dipole force.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we investigated the optical forces induced
by an incident plane wave on two coupled chiral parti-
cles. The eigenmodes of the particles in the considered
frequency range lead to resonance enhancement of in-
duced electric and magnetic dipoles. The couplings of
the dipoles give rise to two new modes, one at a lower
frequency and the other at a higher frequency. Using
CMT and a source representation, we found that electric
dipoles dominate in the near fields and the two modes
can be dark or bright depends on the relative orienta-
tion of the dipoles. In the case of two particles with the
same handedness, the lower frequency mode is an elec-
tromagnetic dark mode where both electric and magnetic
dipoles align in anti-parallel directions, resulting in sup-
pressed scattering and an attractive force between the
particles. The higher frequency mode is an electromag-
netic bright mode with both electric and magnetic dipole
aligned in parallel direction, resulting in enhanced scat-
tering and a repulsive force. In the case of two particles
with opposite handedness, the lower frequency mode is
electrically dark but magnetically bright, and the attrac-
tive force is significantly enhanced by the resonances of
dipoles. In contrast, the higher frequency mode is electri-
cally bright but magnetically dark, where the scattering
cross section is dominated by the electric dipoles and the
repulsive force is almost negligible.
Light-matter interactions associated with chiral struc-
tures have been playing critical roles in nanophotonics
and metamaterials. The considered model system is
probably the simplest structure with near-field couplings
fully taken into account, therefore, it can serve as a ba-
sic unit to understand the light-matter interactions in
periodic chiral structures such as chiral metamaterials
and chiral photonic crystals. The results in this paper
can also be applied to understand the optical forces in
general chiral structures, which could have applications
in optical micromanipulations and reconfigurable optical
devices. In addition, engineering the couplings in chi-
ral structures can introduce interesting non-Hermitian
physics into the systems, where the integration of struc-
tural chirality and the chirality of exceptional points (i.e.
a non-Hermitian degeneracy) can generate novel optical
forces.
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